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ABSTRACT
Performanceof two network-on-chip (NoC) topologiesiscompared
for the use in multicore processors. The performance evaluation is
supported by the CINSimsimulator. This simulator has been de-
veloped to model a variety of network topologies that are based on
atomic components such as buffers, routers, traffic generators, and
target buffers. Thedevelopment of this simulator wasdriven by the
investigation of networks-on-chip. But off-chip networks can be
examined aswell . Two examples for NoC topologies,amesh anda
bidirectional interconnection network, are compared. Unicast traf-
fic is used as well as multicast and local traffic, which bothrepre-
sent a significant part of the network traffic for evaluating multi-
coreprocessors. In addition to theperformance, themean distance,
the diameter, and the buffer cost are calculated for both network
topologies. Theresults show that bidirectional multistage intercon-
nection networksoutperform meshes. A clearly better scalability i s
shown by the bidirectional multistage interconnection networks.

Categor ies and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Processor Architectures]: Multiple Data Stream Archi-
tectures (Multiprocessors—parallel processors; C.2.1 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—
network topology; C.4 [Performanceof Systems]: Modeling Tech-
niques

Keywords
network-on-chip, multicore processor, multicast, simulation, per-
formance

1. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing improvement in VLSI technology leads to a fur-

ther increase in the number of devices per chip. Since this in-
creased density cannot longer be used to improve the performance
of uniprocessor chips at a pace as in the past, multicore processors
come to the center of interest [5].
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To enable cooperating cores on such a multicore processor, an
appropriate communication structure among them must beprovided.
In case of a low number of cores (e.g. a dual core processor), a
shared bus may be sufficient. But in the future, hundreds or even
thousands of cores will collaborate on a single chip. Then, more
advanced network topologieswill beneeded. Numeroustopologies
have been proposed for these so called networks-on-chips (NoCs)
[1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 15] and most of them are carried over from par-
allel computing[9]. For instance, this paper will compare meshes
and multistage interconnection networks (MINs) as examples. But
most other topologies can also be investigated by using thesimula-
tor introduced by this paper.

To map the communication demandsof the coresonto predefined
topologies like meshes, MINs, and other topologies, Bertozzi et
al. [3] developed a tool called NetChip (consisting of SUNMAP
[11] and xpipes [14]). This tool provides complete synthesis flows
for NoC architectures.

Another example where MINs deal as NoC is given by Guer-
rier and Greiner [8] who established a fat treestructure using Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). They called this on-chip
network with particular router design and communication proto-
col Scalable, Programmable, Integrated Network (SPIN). Its per-
formancefor different network buffer sizes was compared.

Alderighi et al. [1] used MINs with the Clos structure. Multiple
parallel Clos networks connect the inputs and outputs to achieve
fault tolerance abiliti es. Again, FPGAs serve as basis for realiza-
tion.

But previouspapersonly considered unicast traffic in theNoC. It
isobviousthat multicoreprocessorsalso haveto deal with multicast
traffic. For instance, if a core changes a shared variable that is also
stored in the cache of other cores,multicasting thenew value to the
other cores keeps them up to date. Thus, multicast traffic builds a
non-negligible part of the traffic.

Furthermore, it i s very likely that traffic in multicore processors
will reveal some locality in it s spatial distribution. Usually, an ap-
plication will be distributed to some of the cores. But due to many
available cores,more than a single application can be processed in
parallel. Then, there will be much more communication between
cores that processthe same application than between cores of dif-
ferent applications. Thus,cores for thesame application are chosen
such that they are close together to achieve low communication la-
tency. In consequence, local traffic dominates.

As a result, networks for multicore systems shouldsupport mul-
ticast traffic and local traffic as well . Investigating whether net-
works are suitable for multicore processors is usually performed
by modeling them stochastically. Here, analytical methods as well
as simulation are used.

This paper presents a simulator for modeling network-on-chip
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topologies. The topology performance can be determined under
varioustraffic patternsincluding traffic localiti esand multicast traf-
fic. Thus, the performance of different network topologies can be
compared. As an example, the paper evaluates mesh networks and
bidirectional multistage interconnection networks. Besides perfor-
mancein termsof delay and throughput, further parameters like the
mean distance between network nodes, the diameter, and the cost
in terms of number of buffers are compared.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the ar-
chitectures of networks-on-chips, particularly multistage intercon-
nection networks and meshes. The NoC simulator is presented in
Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the features of the simulator by
comparing mesh networks and bidirectional multistage intercon-
nection networks. Their performance is related to their topology
parameters. In Section 5, summary and conclusions are given.

2. NETWORK-ON-CHIP
This section gives two examples for network-on-chip architec-

tures. First, bidirectional multistage interconnection networks are
discussed and then, mesh networks as a second approach are de-
scribed.

2.1 Bidi rectional Mul tistage Interconnection
Networks

Multistage Interconnection Networks (MIN) are dynamic net-
works which are based on switching elements (SE). SEs are ar-
ranged in stages and connected by interstage links. The link struc-
ture and amount of SEscharacterizes the MIN.

MINs [16] of size N×N (N inputs and N outputs) consist of
c×c switching elements. The number of stages is given by n =
logc N (with n, c, N ∈ N) in case of MINs with the banyan prop-
erty which provide N disjoint paths and for each input-output pair,
there exists only a unique path.

Bidirectional MINs (BMIN) [12] consist of at least n = logc N

stages to allow connections between each input and each output.
Their interstage links and their SEs are bidirectional. That means
packets can be transferred in both directions. In consequence, each
input also represents the corresponding output. Furthermore, turn-
around connections are allowed in the SEs resulting in bridged
BMINs (in the sequel simply denoted as BMINs). Figure 1(a) de-
picts the structure of a bidirectional MIN with attached cores. The
three transfer directions in bidirectional SEs are shown in Figure
1(b).

If packet switching isapplied bufferscan beintroduced. A packet
is first routed from the network input to the right, denoted as for-
ward direction. As soon as it reaches a stage from which a path
exists in backward direction (that means from right to left) to its
destination output, it turns around. This stage is called turnaround
stage. Finally, thepacket proceeds itsway in backward direction to
the desired output. This routingalgorithm belongs to the shortest-
path routing techniques.

During itsmovement in forward direction, thepacket may choose
any arbitrary SE output because each SE output offers apath to the
network destination output via a turnaroundstage. Moreover, all
paths that a particular packet may choose reveal the same stage as
turnaroundstage due to the MIN structure. That means all redun-
dant paths are of equal length.

In backward direction, only a single path through the network
exists to reach a particular output.

2.2 Mesh Networks
A static network architecture for NoCs is a mesh [7]. In such an

architecture, the cores are located at the crosspoints of the mesh.

Core
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forward backward turnaround

(b) Bidirectional SEs

Figure 1: Bidi rectional MIN

Threekinds of meshes are distinguished: one-dimensional meshes
(also called chains), two-dimensional meshes (2-D meshes, grids),
and three-dimensional meshes (3-D meshes). Figure 2 shows a 2-
D mesh. The nodes of the mesh incorporate a core and a 5×5 SE
(Figure2(b)), optional with buffers. TheSE connectsall inputsand
outputsof thenode to allow packets to passthenode. Furthermore,
the core is linked via the SE to the rest of the mesh.

Each node is connected to its two nearest neighbors in each di-
mension. For instance, four bidirectional links handle all commu-
nication of a node in a 2-D mesh (Figure 2(a)). The number of
links per node does not change if additional cores (i.e. nodes) are
added to the mesh. Therefore, a mesh offers very goodscalability.
Its blocking behavior reveals one of the most important disadvan-
tages of meshes. Usually, messages pass several nodes and links
until they reach their destination. Asaresult, the same link may be
demanded by many connections: blocking may occur. Thus, mes-
sages are mostly transferred by packet switching to deal with the
blocking by introducing buffers.

Meshes aswell asBMINs reveal some locality. Thenext section
discusses this locality and shows how to profit from it.

2.3 Locali ty
Two aspects of locality have to be considered. First, the locality

of network trafficdueto applicationsthat aredistributed to different
set of cores. Traffic within aset of corescan be assumed to bemore
intensive than traffic between different sets representing different
applications.

Second, the network topologyreveals some locality in it s struc-
ture. Figure 3 points out the locality of bidirectional MINs [10].
The structural locality for Core 0 (connected to Input/Output 0) is
demonstrated. There is a very high locality for Core 0 with Core
1 (dark grey area). The communication path is very short (just a
turnaroundat Stage 0).

Lesslocality can be found between Core 0 and Core 2 or Core 3
(medium grey area). Here, packets must passthreestages to reach
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Figure 2: 2-D mesh architecture

the destination: Stage 0, a turnaround in Stage 1, and finally back-
wards via Stage 0. No locality can be seen for Core 0 when com-
municating with one of the cores numbered from 4 to 7(light grey
area) is initiated. All network stages are involved.

In meshes, it i sobvious that the communication path to neighbor
cores is much shorter than for instancethe path between two cores
in opposite corners.

In consequence, bothaspectsof locality should bemapped when
applications are distributed to different cores: The cores should be
chosen such that they reveal structural locality resulting in fast com-
munication. However, sometimes it may not be possible to chose
the cores in this way because either cores of structural locality are
already occupied by other applications or the application is dis-
tributed to more cores than locally connected ones.

3. CINSIM SIMULATOR
The new CINSimsimulator (Component-based Interconnection

Network Simulator) supportsmodeling and performance evaluation
of component-based interconnection networks. It is designed to
provide asingle simulator for different kinds of network architec-
tures that are based on atomic components such as switches and
buffers. Regular network topologies can be modeled as well as ir-
regular ones. The development of this simulator was driven by the
investigation of networks-on-chip. But off-chip networks can be
examined as well .

The CINSimtool consist of two parts: a simulator core perform-
ing the simulation runs and a simulator graphical user interface
(GUI) to design and draw the networks under investigation (see
Figure 4).

Thesimulator core containstheimplementation of network com-
ponents and their behavior. Any network can be modeled if based
on switches (routers), buffers, sources (traffic generators), destina-

InOut0
InOut1

InOut2
InOut3

InOut4
InOut5

InOut6
InOut7

Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2

Figure3: Locality in bidi rectional MINs

tions (target buffers),and routes (links) connecting them.
Switches are components to realizedynamically changing con-

nections between switch inputs and outputs. Inputsand outputsare
connected according to the requested network output of the mes-
sage. Thus, they perform some routing and may also be called
routers. If multiple inputs contain messages destined to the same
output, a scheduling algorithm chooses one of the messages. Cur-
rently, random choice, round-robin, least recently used, most re-
cently used, least frequently used, and most frequently used are
implemented.

Buffers store packets if packet switching is applied. Shared buf-
fers connected to multiple switch inputs/outputs are implemented
as well as non-shared (single-queued) buffers.

Sources producetraffic which is offered to the network. Various
destination traffic patterns and time-dependent traffic patterns can
be generated, both combined with an arbitrary offered load. The
traffic generators are driven bya random number generator.

Destinations represent the outputs of the network. They are in
charge to remove the messages from the outputs as soon as they
arrive.

Additionally to these components, CINSim also offers analyz-
ers for performance measurement. Analyzers can be connected
via observer lines to buffers, sources, or destinations to determine
the sourceor destination throughput, the delay, or the buffer queue
sizes.

Various traffic interarrival times, like heavy tailed distributions
and geometric distributions, can be chosen. Besides the distribu-
tion in time, CINSim also supports traffic distributions in space.
For instance, traffic locality and multicast traffic can be simulated,
which are mainly investigated in the sequel of this paper.

Dueto the complex stochastic events,confidencelevelsandesti-
mated precisions must be observed during simulation to achieve
a given accuracy. CINSim provides exhaustive functionality for
accuracy prediction. The simulation is observed by permanently
collecting the measured performanceresultsand bycalculating the
confidence level and precision. If the termination criteria are met,
CINSimstops the simulation. Besides mean values, quantiles can
also be determined for characterizing the distribution of the mea-
sure in question.

Steady-state simulation is supported as well as terminating sim-
ulation. Terminating simulation is used to investigate the transient
behavior of the networks in question.

The simulator also offers a random number generator with very
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Figure4: GUI of CINSim

longcycles. It also supportsdistributed simulation toaccelerate the
simulation runs by starting multiple replications of the simulation
in parallel on connected computers or a multicore processor.

The graphical user interface(GUI) as shown in Figure 4 pro-
vides a comfortable editor to draw the network that is to be inves-
tigated. The predefined components like buffers, switches,etc. can
be added to the drawing area to construct the network. Copying
parts of the current drawing is supported as well as creating meta
components with underlying subnetworks. A meta component can
again consist of meta components. Thus, a hierarchical drawing
and modeling can be realized.

Furthermore, theCINSimsimulator allowsto model thedynamic
reconfiguration of networks. The dynamic reconfiguration of net-
work architectures seems to be apromising way for network per-
formance enhancement [10]. Dynamic network reconfiguration is
not a topic of this paper.

4. MESH VERSUS BMI N
Comparative analysis are carried out using CINSim to evaluate

mesh networks and bidirectional multistage interconnection net-
works. Besides performancein termsof delay and throughput, fur-
ther parameters like themean distancebetween network nodes, the
diameter, and the cost in terms of number of buffers are compared.
Also, the problems of scalability are discussed.

4.1 NoC Hardware Cost
The investigated NoC architectures use packet switching. Thus,

the switching elements in the BMIN and the mesh nodes provide
buffers: a buffer is located at each SE input. Buffers are the main
factor for the hardware cost of NoCs: For fully static standard
cell -based CMOS0.18µm technology, the consumed sili con area
of a FIFO buffer is, for instance, around 10.000 equivalent two-
input NAND gates for a single flit FIFO with a flit size of 35 bit
[13]. In someswitching techniques likevirtual cut-throughswitch-
ing, packets are divided into flits (flow control units). In Pande et
al. [13], a flit sizeof 90 bit leads to around 24.000equivalent two-
input NAND gates.

Compared to this, realizing a switching element needs only
around 1200equivalent two-input NAND gates per input, an order
of magnitude lessconsumed sili conareathan a buffer occupies.

Therefore, the number of buffers will represent the network cost
in the sequel. In off-chip networks, the number of pins also takes
an important part of the network cost. But on-chip networks need
no pins to connect the network and the attached processor cores.

In the following, a mesh and a BMIN consisting of a similar
number of buffers and, thus, of similar cost are compared. Con-
sidering the given buffer distribution, networks connecting, e.g.,
N = 16 nodes (processor cores) results in comparable cost. A
16×16 mesh results in 64 buffers and a 16×16 BMIN with 4×4
SEs in slightly less,in 48 buffers.

In general, the number of buffers Bm of meshes adds up to five
buffers for each node (one for the four external inputs and one for
the input from the core). Theunused inputs at the four edgesof the
mesh can be subtracted. Assuming a mesh of quadratic geometry
(with side lengthw =

√
N ), the number of buffers isyield by

Bm(N) = 5N − 4
√

N. (1)

The number of buffers Bb of a BMIN is given by the number of
stages n where each of the N bidirectional input-outputrows of a
stage consists of two buffers, one for each direction. But the last
stagehasonly asingleinput direction and, thus,only asinglebuffer
is located in each row:

Bb(N) = (n − 1) · 2N + N = N · (2 logc N − 1) (2)

Figure 5 shows the number of buffers dependent on the network
sizeN . Smaller network sizesarescaled and depicted in Figure6.
TheSE sizeof theBMIN is set to c = 4. For smaller networks, the
number of buffers differs only slightly between mesh and BMIN.
For larger networks, BMINs suffer from higher buffer cost. But
the differences between both curves are moderate. Furthermore,
one should be aware that the number of SE inputs was counted
to obtain the number of buffers. This gives also the number of
links between the nodes and SEs in the network and, therefore,
represents the bandwidth of the network: The bandwidth of larger
BMINs outperforms the bandwidth of meshes. The performance
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Figure6: Number of buffers in small NoCs

resultsdetermined by thesimulator later in this section will confirm
this.

4.2 Mean Distanceand Diameter
An important measure to estimate the latency of messages in the

NoC are the mean distance and the diameter. The mean distance
r represents the average path length between two nodes of the net-
work in hops. The diameter ∅ gives the path length in hops for the
two nodes with the highest distance.

The mean distance of a mesh with a quadratic geometry (side
lengthw =

√
N ) is yield by averaging distances between all node

pairs((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) of themesh with1 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ w:

rm(N) =

w
P

x1=1

w
P

y1=1

w
P

x2=1

w
P

y2=1

|x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2|

(w2 − 1)w2
=

2

3

√
N

(3)
The diameter of such a mesh is given by

∅m(N) = 2(w − 1) = 2
√

N − 2 (4)

In caseof aBMIN with c×c SEs,themean distance can beobtained
by considering that in a subnetwork of ci nodes, each node can
be reached by passing i stages forward, turning at this stage, and

passing backward: 2i−1 hopsareneeded. But ci−1 of thesenodes
are again located in a subnetwork of this ci×ci one which means
that they can reach each other within this subnetwork and need less
than 2i − 1 hops. Considering all subnetwork sizes of ci leads to
the mean distanceof an N×N BMIN with n = logc N stages:

rb(N) =

Pn

i=1

`

ci − ci−1
´

(2i − 1)

N − 1

=
2N logc N

N − 1
− c + 1

c − 1
(5)

The diameter is simply the length of the way to the last stage and
back again:

∅b(N) = 2n − 1 = 2 logc N − 1 (6)

The Figures 7 and 8 depict the mean distancefor up toN = 1000
nodes and for smaller networks, respectively. Here, the bidirec-
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tional MINsarebuilt with SEsof sizec = 4. Thefigures show that
BMINs outperform meshes in terms of mean distance. The mean
distances in BMINs is always smaller than in meshes. This is par-
ticularly true for larger NoCs because the mean distancein BMINs
grows only logarithmically with the network sizewhile in meshes
it grows polynomially.
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When developingan NoC, thehardware cost aswell as themean
distance are to beminimized. Thus,Figure9 depicts theproduct of
these parameters for both network topologies. The BMIN topol-
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Figure10: Mean distanceand buffer product for large NoCs

ogy clearly shows lower cost delay product. The BMIN becomes
increasingly superior to the mesh, the larger the network size(Fig-
ure 10).

4.3 Performance
The performance of the mesh and the BMIN topology was de-

termined using the CINSimsimulator. The topologies were com-
pared for connecting N = 16 cores of a multicore processor. For
this size, both topologieshave comparablehardware cost: themesh
consists of 64 buffers and the BMIN with 4×4 SEs of 48 buffers,
respectively.

Both networksoperatein virtual cut-throughswitching witheach
packet consisting of five flits. The buffers can accommodate two
packets. This means that each buffer is of a sizeto accept 10 flits.
Vi rtual cut-throughswitching iscombined with the local backpres-
sure (clear to send) mechanism to avoid packet lossin case of oc-
cupied buffers.

The following performanceresults are obtained by a scheduling
algorithm that solvespacket conflictsat SE inputs for thesameout-

put randomly.
In our study, anetwork traffic generator produces by randomiza-

tion packetswith ageometric distribution in time. Thenetwork per-
formance is determined dependent on the average offered load to
the NoC inputs. The packet destinations are uniformly distributed
over the NoC outputs, first. Then, traffic localiti es as significant
multicoretraffic patternsareinvestigated. Such communication be-
tween the closest neighbors isexamined bystarting with onlyasin-
gle communication partner. Then, more and more communication
partners are added.

As routingalgorithm, the BMIN performs shortest-path routing.
That means packets turn as soon as possible from the forward di-
rection to the backward one. The mesh network operates in xy
routing.

TheCINSimsimulator obtained thefollowing resultsby simulat-
ing the networks until a confidence level of 98% and an estimated
precision of 1% was achieved. To reach this confidence and pre-
cision, a simulation run time of lessthan a minute in case of rare
events (e.g. low network load) and of only a few seconds in most
other cases has been needed. Simulation has been run on a 2.0
GHz PC. Compared to simulation run time, model set-up time is
more time intensive because the automatic generation of (larger)
NoC models is still under development. Setting up descriptions by
hand needs several minutes or even more dependent on the NoC
size. Thus, only smaller NoCs have been evaluated in the follow-
ing. Automatic model generation will be available soon.

4.3.1 Uniformly Distributed Traffic
Figures 11 to 13show the performance for unicast traffic in the

NoC. The throughput(Figure 11) is given in received packets per
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Figure11: Unicast traffic: throughput

NoC outputand per five network clock cycles (needed to receive
a single packet consisting of five flits). As a consequence, a maxi-
mum throughput of 1 can betheoretically reached. Theoffered load
is similarly defined for the NoC inputs. As the figure shows, there
isnosignificant differencein throughput between mesh andBMIN
except for a very high load where the network becomes saturated.
Usually, networks are to be dimensioned such that no saturation
occurs. Note that the offered load is logarithmically scaled in the
figures.

Figure 12 depicts the average delay of the packets in network
clock cycles. Here, differencesbetween mesh andBMIN are clearly
visible. The BMIN outperforms the mesh for any network load. In
case of no saturation, the delay of the mesh is about 30% higher
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Figure13: Unicast traffic: delay versus throughput

than thedelay of theBMIN. In Figure13, the delay timesare com-
pared dependent on the throughput.

Besides unicast, multicast traffic patterns were also investigated
due to their importancein multicoreprocessors. The following fig-
ureswereobtained bychoosing amulticast traffic pattern with uni-
formly distributed destination sets. This means that any possible
combination of NoC outputs was chosen with equal probability as
a multicast destination of a newly generated packet at the sources.

The shape of the throughput incase of multicasting is similar
to Figure 11 except that the saturation of the NoC is starting at
a lower offered load of approximately 0.1. The related figure is
omitted here. Figure 14 depicts the delay of both network topolo-
gieswhileFigure15scales the areawherenosaturation occurs. In
this case, the BMIN again outperforms the mesh with its lower de-
lay: again, themesh copeswith an about 30% higher delay. In case
of saturation, the lower delay is shown by the mesh. Up to now,
no explanation was foundfor this behavior. Changing the routing
algorithm from xy to west-first routing onlyslightly changes the
shape of the delay curve. Thus, the routing algorithm seems not
to be the reason for the given observation. Further investigation is
needed.

In Figure 16, the delay times dependent on the throughputare
compared to show their interdependence. The figure confirms the
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higher performanceof BMINs.
An extreme case of multicasts are broadcasts. A traffic pattern

where all sources generate only broadcast packets was also inves-
tigated. The results do not differ qualitatively from the presented
multicast case.

4.3.2 Traffic Localiti es
Figures17 to 19 depict theperformanceof both network topolo-

gies if local traffic is involved. Local traffic means that each node
only communicates with its closest neighbors. The figures start
with the case of communicating to onlya single neighbor. Further
communication partners are added till a number of five partners is
reached.

The most interesting steps are those from threeto four commu-
nication partners and from four to five. That is because in a BMIN
with 4×4 SEs,increasing thenumber of partners from threeto four
means that the fourth one must be located at another SE and thus,
an additional network stagebecomesinvolved. Increasing thenum-
ber of communication partners from four to five leads in meshes to
the situation that one of the partners is no longer a direct neighbor
of the sending node.

In Figures17and 18, thelocal traffic is fed into to network with a
high offered load of 1.0 whileFigure19 investigatesaweak offered
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Figure16: Multicast traffic: delay versus throughput

load of 0.1. If every node only communicates to a single neigh-
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Figure17: Throughput dependent on the traffic locality

bor (who is different to the partners of the other communications),
then, the communication pathsthrough thenetwork do not interfere
and the throughput is at maximum and the delay at minimum. No
offered packets to the network are rejected and for an offered load
of 1.0, a throughput of 1.0 results. The delay equals the number of
hops needed in the network. That is for MINs, only a single SE is
involved and one hop leads to the destination. In case of meshes,
two SEsare in involved (thisone at the sender node and thisone at
the receiver node). Thus, two hopsareneeded leading toadelay of
2.

If morethan onlyasinglenodeisthedestination of each commu-
nication, conflicts for the destinations occur and thus,blockings in
the SEs in front of the destination node. In consequence, through-
put decreases and delay increases. For multistage interconnection
networks, the throughput grows again slightly i f more than three
nodes arethe communication partnersof each node(Figure17): an
additional network stage is needed for the communication as men-
tioned above. This additional stage offers redundancy and addi-
tional bandwidth. In caseof four communication partners,only ev-
ery fourth communication usesthe additional stage and bandwidth.
Due to thehigh network load in Figure18and therefore, due to the
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occupied buffersand high delay in thefirst network stage, the addi-
tional secondstage delay of every fourth communication does not
strongly influence the overall delay. In contrast, if the traffic load
is weak (Figure 19) and delay is low, the step from three to four
communication partners (and the additional stage delay) is clearly
visible in the figure.

Comparing the mesh network and the BMIN, the delay of the
BMIN outperforms the mesh for any investigated number of com-
munication partners. Themultistageinterconnection network shows
lower delay (lessthan 70% of the mesh’s delay). The mesh reveals
a higher throughput incase of a very strong locality in t raffic. If
more than four communication partners are involved, the BMINs
throughput becomes dominant.

5. CONCLUSION
The performance of two network-on-chip topologies was com-

pared for use in multicore processors. Particularly, multicast traffic
patterns and traffic localiti es were investigated which represent a
significant part of multicore traffic. The performance evaluation
was supported by the CINSimsimulator. This simulator has been
developed to model all kinds of network topologies that are based
on atomic components such as buffers, routers, traffic generators
and target buffers. The development of this simulator was driven
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by the investigation of networks-on-chip. But off-chip networks
can be examined as well .

The network performancewas described in terms of throughput
and delay. Specifically, amesh topology wascompared toabidirec-
tional interconnection network topology. Unicast traffic was used
as well as multicast and local traffic, which bothare an important
part of thenetwork traffic for evaluating multicoreprocessors. The
simulation results show that BMINs outperform meshes: meshes
cope with delays that are about 30% higher than those of BMINs.

Besides the performance, the mean distance, the diameter, and
the buffer cost were calculated for both network topologies. The
NoC sili conarea consumption isdominated by the buffers.

Again, theBMIN revealsbetter resultsexcept for thebuffer cost.
Nevertheless, the higher buffer cost is more than compensated by
thehigher performance, shorter distance and diameter of theBMIN.
BMINS main advantageseemsto bescalability aswith theincrease
in the number of cores, the distance and diameter remain logarith-
mic.
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